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Micro V4 Engine

However, the company is continuing to produce its American small block V4 enginea Chevrolet LS-inspired powertrain that could pack a serious punch with a few modifications.. So the statement that they suffer from vibration is not true, and neither is the statement that they suffer from emission issues.. Baruth has always dreamed of a four-cylinder Corvette, and the LS V4 engine only stokes the flames of such a fantasy.. Buy, lap, it up suckers WHY is it that I can get a 10 spd auto in a mustang and NOT a CamaroCorvette Yes, they were co-developed at the same time Yestell me all your blah, blah, blah of how they wont fit.. From the outside, thats not much to sneeze at; however, thanks to its initial design, Baruth points out that the engine is
capable of accepting larger bore and stroke measurements, potentially increasing horsepower to around 220.

Baruth takes his thought experiment even further, discussing supercharging and turbocharging, which could allow the powertrain to make 320 hp or more.. Some car companies already use a small block V4 engine via cylinder deactivationgiving consumers the combined benefit of improved fuel economy when cruising and V8 horsepower and torque when pushing the car hard.. However, what you get with the LS V4 engine is a power-dense powertrain with endless possibilities.. This is hand made I did not misread Not a GM motor, made by hand, GM inspired and you are triggered.. Not to mention a 525hp LS3This is GM authority and WHEN did GM start building MOTORCYCLES Ignorance is bliss, eh.. For example, General Motors offers the
technology, calling it Active Fuel Management.. Higher output turbo 3 cylinders are the future of this segment, achieving similar outputs while making the EPA and CARB happy, using the bad math that people wont just flood the turbo.. BS GM inspired, not designed, and 10k is cheap, dirt cheap for a engine that its made individually by hand.. We would love for you to enjoy our content, weve worked hard on providing it Please whitelist our site in your adblocker, refresh the page, and enjoy.
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The engine sounds great on paper, but convincing automakers to shove these engines in their newest cars is the difficult part.. The larger they get the more they need counter rotating balance shafts which sap power.. This is hand made I did not misread Not a GM motor, made by hand, GM inspired and you are triggered.. For the uninitiated, Motus MST was a newly founded motorcycle builder based in Alabama, but the company has since ceased production of the two-wheeled fun machines.. Although the numbers show the difference, the drive and feel of the NA makes it feel just as fast.. The instant-on power of na engines gives joy to my right foot From a marketing standpoint, 4 cylinders are not cool and people want something with turbos or V8
and other catch phrases, regardless of power sometimes.. Right now, the LS V4 engine in production cars is just a dream, even if could make todays fuel-conscious economy cars more fun to drive.
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